LIVE FAST! DIE YOUNG! ENTERTAINMENT
NEWS FROM BLOOD MOON PRODUCTIONS
JAMES DEAN GETS RELEASED
HE’S COMING!! NEW FROM BLOOD MOON

AFTER A FAST LIFE AND A VIOLENT EARLY DEATH, James Dean emerged from Hollywood in the 1950s as America’s 2nd-most famous icon, with a “celebrity quotient”
that’s surpassed only by that of Marilyn Monroe.
On May 1, 2016, in commemoration of the 60th anniversary of his violent death, Blood
Moon Productions has scheduled a RELEASE of the most startling, unapologetic
overview of James Dean’s life ever published.

According to Blood Moon’s president, Danforth Prince, “This book will be released
into a landscape where NO ONE has ever delivered a comprehensive, unapologetic
overview of the brilliantly talented but emotionally disturbed farmhand from Indiana
who maneuvered, manipulated, and seduced his way to the highest levels of media
‘immortality.’ We’re genuinely honored that its merits have already been recognized with a critical review from a respected
book reviewer, two distinguished literary awards (see below for more information) and about a dozen news reports from
mainstream newspapers and tabloids.”

REVIEWS for JAMES DEAN:

from The Midwest Book Review:
“James Dean: Tomorrow Never Comes arrives on the 60th anniversary of the violent death of a young star that became a legend,
but if readers who are prior fans of other James Dean biographies expect this to be another rehash of information, they'd be
happily mistaken.

Much of its information has never been published before, because it offers new unauthorized details, uncensored information, and also includes powerful, in-depth analysis of a supporting cast of contemporaries. Insights from a closeted TV producer who first discovered James Dean, and others who interacted with him and often suffered from his mental swings and
murky sexual explorations add to and expand the existing popular literature on this icon.

From Dean's early TV career and his involvements with other actors and actresses to the truths about his sexual liaisons, the
parade of women who marched into and out of his life, and his frustrations in the industry, James Dean: Tomorrow Never
Comes makes for a vivid read especially recommended for prior fans of Dean's life and times.

Be forewarned: this audience shouldn't expect a light coverage. The in-depth survey, with its amazingly large cast of contemporaries and characters, myths refuted and realities explored, and high-octane drama packs in over seven hundred pages
of detail, which may look daunting, but which offer a rollicking good read.

With so many facts and insights packing its pages, James Dean: Tomorrow Never Comes is a highly recommended book for
any who would uncover more facets of the life and times of James Dean.
Senior Reviewer Diane Donovan
The Midwest Book Review and
California Bookwatch

DOUBLE-BARRELED “BEST BIOGRAPHY” AWARDS for JAMES DEAN

Based on its submission as bound galleys, prior to publication, James Dean,
Tomorrow Never Comes was designated as BEST BIOGRAPHY at both The
Los Angeles Book Festival 2016 and The Pacific Rim Book Festival 2016,
“based on its ability to attract a larger audience among film enthusiasts
and cultural historians.” These awards will be presented at gala ceremonies in Los Angeles (April 2) and Honolulu (sometime in May).

THIS BOOK HAS ALREADY GENERATED ENORMOUS
MEDIA ATTENTION: HERE’S WHAT APPEARED ABOUT IT
BEFORE IT WAS PUBLISHED:

From The Daily Mail:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3493434/Marlon-Brando-James-Dean-secret-master-slave-S-M-relationshipStreetcar-Named-Desire-star-stubbing-cigarettes-younger-lover.html
From THE SUN:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwMDrIx_UX0FQ290bzZxMF92S00/view?usp=sharing

From LGBTQ Nation:
http://www.lgbtqnation.com/2016/03/did-marlon-brando-and-james-dean-have-a-secret-sm-relationship/

From Death & Taxes:
http://www.deathandtaxesmag.com/284389/marlon-brando-james-dean-sadomasochistic-sex-relationship/

From the Washington Blade:
http://www.washingtonblade.com/2016/03/18/new-book-says-marlon-brando-and-james-dean-had-sm-relationship/

BLOOD MOON’S VIDEOTAPED DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK
(eight minutes, highly informative)

NEW and available everywhere, in MAY, from Blood Moon Productions: JAMES DEAN: One of the most comprehensive,
shocking and detailed exposes of Hollywood in the 1950s ever published. Learn more about it here:
https://youtu.be/lZrb_mnZD70

HERE ‘s A LINK TO A DESCRIPTIVE PRESS RELEASE, WITH THE MOST SCANDALSOAKED TABLE OF CONTENTS OF ANY BIOGRAPHY EVER PUBLISHED ABOUT HOLLYWOOD IN THE
50S. HAPPY READING & THANKS FOR YOUR INTEREST!
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwMDrIx_UX0FY1I1cDFKYUFoVmc/view?usp=sharing

Blood Moon Productions is a feisty and independent publishing enterprise dedicated to researching, salvaging, and indexing the oral histories of
America’s entertainment industry. As described by The Huffington Post, “Blood Moon, in case you don't know, is a small publishing house on
Staten Island that cranks out Hollywood gossip books, about two or three a year, usually of five-, six-, or 700-page length, chocked with stories and
pictures about people who used to consume the imaginations of the American public, back when we actually had a public imagination. That is, when
people were really interested in each other, rather than in Apple ‘devices.’ In other words, back when we had vices, not devices.”
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Another tragic, myth-shattering, & uncensored tale about America’s obsession with celebrities.
Available online and at bookstores everywhere May 1 from the National Book Network and
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